breakdown - English-Spanish Dictionary - WordReference.com breakdown (plural breakdowns) A failure, particularly mechanical; something that has failed. We saw a breakdown by the side of the road. A physical collapse or lapse of mental stability. After so much stress, he suffered a breakdown and simply gave up.

?Commonly Confused Words: Breakdown and Break Down Breakdown is a 1997 American thriller film directed and co-written by Jonathan Mostow. It stars Kurt Russell, J. T. Walsh, and Kathleen Quinlan. The original breakdown Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary 10 Aug 2012 - 2 min - Uploaded by Paramount Movies A man searches for his missing wife after his car breaks down in the middle of the desert. Breakdown Express breakdown ????? ??????? ????????? ??????????????????????? .- ????????????????????????????????????? ????? Breakdown (1997 film) - Wikipedia breakdownexpress · get sides · screenplays · actors . Breakdown Services, Ltd. Breakdown Services is a proud partner with film studios around the world. breakdown??????? on the WEB???? breakdown - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. breakdown Definition of breakdown in English by Oxford Dictionaries Definition of breakdown: Ordinarily listing of items or quantities, according to their categories, classes, levels, etc., to facilitate their analysis. Breakdown - definition of breakdown by The Free Dictionary: obtained or resulting from disintegration or decomposition of a substance a breakdown product of purine. break down. transitive verb. Breakdown Definition of Breakdown by Merriam-Webster Amazon.com: Breakdown: Kurt Russell, J. T. Walsh, Kathleen Considered the most brutal section of a metal/metalcore/hardcore song. The breakdown is characterized by a beat much slower than the main verses and What is breakdown? definition and meaning - BusinessDictionary.com 1 Dec 1998. Focusing more on building suspense than slam-bam action sequences, this taut thriller follows an ordinary man s struggle to locate his beloved breakdown (noun) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Definition of breakdown: a mechanical failure, a failure of a relationship or system, the chemical or physical decomposition of something. Breakdown (1997) - IMDb breakdown?????? ??????????? ????? ???(??)?? ??the breakdown of the family ????.2a???? Breakdown (1997) - Rotten Tomatoes Define breakdown (noun) and get synonyms. What is breakdown? definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary. Breakdowns The Glossary of Human Computer Interaction A breakdown is a price movement through an identified level of support, which is usually followed by heavy volume and sharp declines. Breakdown Define Breakdown at Dictionary.com Broken down? Click here to find the relevant breakdown assistance contact details to get you to safety. break down Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary breakdown noun [ C ] (FAILURE) ? a mechanical failure, or a failure in a system or a relationship: There was evidently a breakdown in communication leading to the false reports. Their car trip was a disaster -- they had frequent breakdowns and never reached their destination. Breakdown Assistance Telephone Number Admiral.com The Breakdown. We ll be exploring the area around the historic Pine Mountain Settlement School this year, which is a trip in itself! Founded in 1913, this Compare Car Breakdown Cover in Just 1 Minute Compare the Market Define breakdown, breakdown synonyms, breakdown pronunciation, breakdown translation, English dictionary definition of breakdown. n. 1. a. The act or The Importance of Having A Breakdown - The Book of Life The Book . 21 May 2018. Having a nervous breakdown could seem like the ultimate calamity. Far from it. The School of Life explains how, handled correctly, it can be a Breakdown Definition of Breakdown by Merriam-Webster Urban Dictionary: breakdown Directed by Jonathan Mostow. With Kurt Russell, J. T. Walsh, Kathleen Quinlan, M.C. Gainey. A man searches for his missing wife after his car breaks down in the middle of the desert. Breakdown Express breakdown??????? The Breakdown may refer to: Contents. 1 Breaking down; 2 Arts and media. 2.1 Comics and games; 2.2 Film and television; 2.3 Music. 2.3.1 Albums; 2.3.2 Songs. Images for Breakdown Breakdown definition: The breakdown of something such as a relationship, plan, or discussion is its failure. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and Breakdown - Investopedia Amazon.com: Breakdown: Kurt Russell, J. T. Walsh, Kathleen Quinlan, M.C. Gainey, Jack Noseworthy, Rex Linn, Ritch Brinkley, Moira Sinise, Kim Robillard, Breakdown - Trailer - YouTube 6 Jun 2017. The words breakdown and break down are clearly related in meaning, but one is a noun and the other is a phrasal verb. UK Breakdown Cover View and choose your cover AA At the heart of learning theory lies the concept of breakdowns. When trying something for the first time (e.g. riding a bike) you experience breakdowns in your use 361 Adventures » The Breakdown ?Breakdown definition, a breaking down, wearing out, or sudden loss of ability to function efficiently, as of a machine. See more. The importance of a breakdown TED-Ed Synonyms for breakdown - Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for breakdown. Breakdown Synonyms, Breakdown Antonyms Thesaurus.com The Importance of Having A Breakdown - The Book of Life is the brain of The School of Life, a gathering of the best ideas around wisdom and emotional . breakdown??????? - ???? Webl?oo?? break down definition: 1. If a machine or vehicle breaks down, it stops working: 2. If a system, relationship, or discussion breaks down, it fails because there is a Breakdown definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Dictionary Breakdown cover quotes for individuals and families, from single to multi-car cover. Broken down now? Call 0800 88 77 66. breakdown - Wiktionary Compare breakdown cover for cars, vans, motorbikes and scooters – and get a cheap quote for the insurance deal that s right for you.